HOST
SEMINAR RESPONSIBILITIES
PDI NATIONALS
Questions arising on the below responsibilities should be directed to
The National Executive Director.
These trials are held in the Fall or late Summer of each year.
Trial testing usually runs for Six (6), Sunday through Friday full days
with registration and meetings conducted Sunday. The trials
conclude with a luncheon or banquet on Friday. Bids to host these
trials are solicited up to two years in advance by presenting a
request to the National USPCA Executive Committee. Bids will be
voted on at a National Meeting by the Committee, time permitting. In
time critical situations, approval by just the board can be solicited by
the National President. The host agency(s) will submit a letter of
support signed by the agency’s CEO (or designee) and a letter of
support from the region when the bid is submitted. This letter of
support needs to be presented at time of bid or mailed to the national
secretary before any vote is taken.
Hotel - Motel
The host is required to obtain hotel or motel facilities that
will serve the needs of the association. The facilities for this
event should have the ability to block for reservations 200 rooms.
Additional back up rooms need to be obtained if registration
exceeds the primary hotel capacity.
A meeting with the hotel, motel staff also needs to be
conducted prior to the arrival of the teams to instruct them on
how to work with dogs staying in and about the facility. Door
hangers will be provided for all quests keeping a dog in the room
to prevent staff from entering. FOR THIS REASON, THE
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STAFF AND THE OFFICERS NEED TO BE INSTRUCTED.
Sometimes the occupant forgets to use the door hanger
and thus places the staff and others in danger.
The facility selected needs to have a large room for
hospitality and rooms for the executive, judges and competitors
meetings. The room for the Executive Committee Meeting and
General Membership Meeting needs to have a good sound system
with at least two microphones. There also must be an American
Flag in the room for the opening of the Executive Committee and
General Membership meetings and closing banquet. The hotel /
motel or other location needs to have available, a room for score
keeping that is a conference type room with table space and
electric. The score keeper’s room should have good ventilation,
heating and / or air conditioning, depending on local weather.
The room should be easily accessible for the score keepers.
Hospitality
Although this is not a mandated requirement, host agencies
have supplied evening hospitality as part of hosting
responsibilities. The hospitality is a cost on the host as each
night, food, soft drinks, bar set ups, beer may be provided. The
type of food and drink and how it is made available is totally up
to the host. This is, of course, subject to all local and state laws.
The location of hospitality is also up to the host. Both local hotel
and off site hospitality have been used in the past. If alcohol is
being served off site, transportation and/or designated drivers
must be provided. This keeps the membership from driving while
enjoying hospitality.
It is strongly recommended to keep all the hospitality at the
host hotel for the week. This allows all sponsors/vendors access
to our members every day.
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If a participant has family and friends attending, the host
agency may charge a hospitality fee for the additional people.
Hospitality also gives a necessary forum to keep those involved
current on any changes and information that needs updated.
Registration forms should address extra guest(s) costs of
children and friends for hospitality unless the host wants to incur
those added people. Judges, score keepers, vendors and
national awards sponsors are not charged a hospitality fee.
Raffles
The running of raffles (where legal) from donated prizes
during hospitality has proven to be a large monetary boost to the
host. One member who can get attention and provide the
microphone work during the raffles will generate sales and an
enjoyable time. Tracking income from raffles and T shirt sales as
well as tracking expenses associated with hospitality is required
for financial accounting. Prizes are usually solicited from
vendors and area businesses for the items raffled.

PURINA
The Host Agency shall support Purina as the official and
exclusive dog food sponsor of the Association and events, with
exclusive dog food and dog nutrition supplements (including but not
limited to probiotics and "energy" bars) representation on host’s
magazine, printed materials, event signage, announcements and
materials.
The host is to submit an accurate list of events, event dates, and
contact persons to be considered for support by Purina, a minimum of
60 days before their event.
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The Host shall provide Purina prominent ad placements in all
Event Programs, at no additional cost to Purina, and ensure Purina
verbal recognition and signage as Official and Exclusive Dog Food
Sponsor at all Banquets and Events.
The host shall, to the best of their ability, ensure proper
recognition for Purina material and the distribution of that
material at all National Events.
Sponsors /Vendors
The host makes contact with businesses to market vendor
space at hospitality. A good list of potential vendors and/or raffle
donations can be obtained from the Canine Courier and the
National Web Page www.uspcak9.com .
A person, chosen by the host, will be designated as
“Sponsor/Vendor Coordinator.” The “Coordinator” will be the
liaison for all sponsors/vendors. The “Coordinator” will provide
their contact information (cell phone/e-mail address) to all
vendors/sponsors. The sponsors will be advised to contact the
“Coordinator” with any issues or questions.
The “Coordinator” will hold a special sponsor/vendor
meeting on the first day of the event. This meeting will ensure
that these supporting sponsors/vendors, if attending, are directed
to the area they are to set up their displays. An event schedule,
directions, maps to the venues and just basic assistance will be
available at this meeting. This meeting should be held just
before the General Membership Meeting. All sponsors/vendors
should be introduced at the General Membership meeting, so the
sponsors/vendors have some time to talk to the members about
their product.
If the host is planning on having a printed program, it is a
good idea to offer all sponsor/vendors a “package deal (i.e.
Vendor space + advertising = discounted cost).
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If any banners are placed in the hospitality room or banquet
room, the sponsor of the national awards program will be
permitted to also hang a banner (like or smaller in size). With the
influx of members and meetings we tend to forget basic support
for the vendors and they are important to the host as well as the
association.
Vendors need to be included in any hospitality area. The
room used for hospitality should be chosen with set up room for
vendors. The vendor room should be where all the vendors and
their displays, including any signs, are located. If possible the
vendor area should be around the outer walls in the hospitality /
banquet room in order to increase the face time with the
attendees. To save on room in the hospitality / banquet room, the
food service line, if possible, need to be located outside the main
room. Examples out one door - get your food – go to another and
return to the dining room.
It is also a good practice, that the vendors be given access
to the food court about 15 plus minutes prior to the opening of
the food line. This gives them an opportunity to eat without trying
to wolf a meal down between customers walking up to their
tables. Vendors need to feel welcome as they also are a
valuable resource for the host and the association.
Vendors Fee
This is the fee charged vendors to set up a table(s), banners,
etc to display merchandise.
National PDI Trials - $500 with an option of $250 cash and
$250+ in equipment.
National Award Sponsors (check with National Executive
Director for list of sponsors) will have the option to pay fee
as above or up to 100 %(+) in equipment.
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National Detector Trials – $250 cash with the option to
exchange in equal equipment value with the trial hosts
approval.
National Training Seminar - $250 cash with the option to
exchange in equal equipment value and/or any instructor
fee’s with seminar host approval.
Note: Cost varies as attendance is greater and the time
longer of PDI.
Vendors are responsible for any additional costs to maintain
their booth for any equipment usage or rental charge(s) from
the host facility to wit: tables, chairs, electric supply, set-up
or tear down fees and any other none host controlled
charges.
Program Ads – Hosts have the option to produce a program
book in which advertisements (ads) are sold. This program
book will generate funds to help defray the costs with
hosting the trials & seminar. The Vendors Fee should take
into consideration a combination pricing for those vendors
solicited for both the set up vendor fee and any book ad.
Hotel Rooms Supplied
The host is responsible for making reservations and
providing rooms for the national president, national secretary,
national treasurer, national director, the chief judge and the chief
score keeper. The chief score keeper’s room is paid for if not a
spouse or staying in one of the already paid rooms.
Reservations
The host makes reservations for only those that they provide
rooms for. Depending on the number of rooms booked, you should
be getting some complimentary rooms. Once the required rooms
are provided, you can then start providing rooms for officials or
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other officers, as you deem appropriate. Judges need to make
their own room reservations.
Judges- Score Keepers
The patrol trials require 22 judges and a chief judge. The
host (from approved list) selects the chief judge. The Chief
Judge has to be from an outside region. The chief judge will
select the chief score keeper (from approved list). The USPCA
selects the other 22 judges. The chief score keeper selects the
other three score keepers from approved list. Hosts that wish to
have a local score keeper(s) need to contact the National Judges
Committee Chairman for the requirements. Help in the score
keeping room and runners of score sheets will be provided by the
host.
The chief judge’s room is covered as a trial expense by the host.
The chief judge’s travel expense is covered by the USPCA National
Office. No travel is paid for the other 22 judges.
The host is responsible for $250 for each of the 22 regular judges and
$275 for the chief judge. The USPCA matches that and the judges
receive a total of $500 each and the chief judge receives $550.
Score keepers will be four, three (3) regular and one
(1) Chief Score Keeper. The Chief Score Keeper’s room
is covered as a trial expense by the host. The Chief Score
Keeper’s travel is paid for if not a spouse and/or riding in one of
the already mileage paid travel vehicles. No travel is paid for
the other 3 Score Keepers.
The host is responsible for $250 for each of the regular score
keepers and $275 for the chief score keeper. The USPCA matches
that cost.
The National office will cover ½ the room costs for the 22
judges, and the 3 score keepers .
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Novice Judges
All novice judges and score keepers are selected by the
judges committee. Novice Judges receive no monetary
compensation. No registration fee is paid by Novice Judges and
they should be furnished with hospitality and banquet tickets.
Breakfast and field lunches are also provided.
Registration Fee
The registration fee is $150. Judges or Score Keepers will not
pay a registration fee.
Luncheon Tickets
Dignitaries, National Officers, the Case of the Year Winner and
national award sponsors, judges and score keepers will be provided
tickets at no cost for the Awards Luncheon. Additional tickets for
family or friends will be purchased at hosts’ option.
Financial Reporting Responsibilities – USPCA Foundation
The host being a Region/ District/ Law Enforcement Agency
on accepting a bid for a national USPCA event will follow
accepted financial reporting with a complete documentation
listing all income and expenditures.
1. A checking account will be open for the payment of all
trial related expenses using the USPCA Foundation Tax
Number.
2. Event Income / Deposits will also be made to a separate
account or the above checking account using the USPCA
Foundation Tax Number.
3. ***The National Treasurer will be listed on the above
accounts getting monthly statements and financial
reports of the prior month’s activity.***
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4. Liability insurances are available from the Nationals at a
cost of $25 per venue and will be obtained by host(s).
5. The Judges and Scorekeepers will be paid on the first day
of event after registration at the rate listed earlier with
50% paid by host and 50% paid by the nationals.
6. A financial report will be submitted to the National
Treasurer, 30 days after the completion of the USPCA
event.
7. Profits from the event will be split 50% national USPCA
and 50% Region, after expenses.
8. Any profits will be split after the final financial report is
accepted by the national treasurer
9. The host will provide a W-9 for their share of the split to
the National Treasurer..
Host agencies help fund the trials by soliciting donations to
the USPCA Foundation 501c(3) and other fund raising
ventures:
Example - selling ads in a program that highlights the host
agency and provides advertisement in a booklet format. This
is also a host responsibility if they elect to publish one.
Recent IRS ruling requires only the cost of advertisement to
produce the ad can be deducted but a donation to the
Foundation is usually 100% deductible. No tax advice should
be given but those donating advised their contribution may
well be deductible but each contributor needs to check with
their tax professional.
The host and the national treasurer will work in equal
partnership in the financial reporting to be utilized. There should
be a spreadsheet or ledger to log all expenses and income.
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Receipts should be preserved in one location. All income is to be
listed as well as expenditures.
All trial expenses are paid before any split in profits. These
as well as all expenditures need to be financially tracked (see
financial responsibilities).
Furnished Equipment /Testing Responsibilities
The PDI test requires the host to provide the following:
Testing Venues Host Furnished
All testing venues & equipment will be provided by the host agency
and approved by the chief judge.
- All fields and/or training areas should have access to
electricity for lighting or other electrical needs.
All agility equipment will be provided and built to regulation. Traffic
cones and/or other marking equipment will be provided by the host
agency as needed.
The PDI tests require the host to provide the following
Testing Fields for:
Obedience - with minimum 8 traffic cones or markers.
Agility - with all agility equipment and a minimum 6 traffic cones or
markers.
Evidence Recovery - with a supply of articles drawn and one stop
watch. The locations of these open fields usually are remote and a
port-a-let may be required.
Suspect Search - with required six boxes constructed as diagram
and field markings and one stop watch.
Apprehension field Without Gunfire – This field will require
approved recall light, if not battery powered the availability of 110
electric. Markings will be placed at the starting line, eighteen, thirty,
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forty and sixty yard line. A minimum of 14 traffic cones or other
markers will be need.
Apprehension with Gun field – Host will supply two .38 six shot
revolvers and blank ammo a minimum of 2 rounds per participant is
required.
If both events run simultaneously, the gun field needs to be away
from straight apprehension field. This is so the gunfire sound does
not adversely interfere with the straight apprehension field.
Sleeve gauges - one for each apprehension field.
Cleaning equipment for dog accidents, a shovel and water
also is required for all venues.
The host is also responsible for supplying the individuals to hide
in the boxes. Box hider(s) can be recruited from those in attendance
Box hiders must be at least 18 years old and sign waiver.
Members from the same department as the participant will not
be used as box hiders for those teams.
Score Sheets - Your selected chief judge should be contacted
and approve all score sheets and the number needed in plenty of
time before the scheduled trials. Score sheets for each of the
above events, five judges on each event (master will be supplied
by the USPCA). The different phases need to have color coding
so that each event has its own color of score sheet. Novice
judge’s (if any) sheets are all white in color. The chairman of the
Judges Committee should be contacted by the trials chief
judge a few weeks before the trials so the type and number of
score sheets can be determined. Score sheet runners and other
support personnel to assist in directing and managing the trial
sites will also be needed to be furnished by the host. Managing
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the trials, judges, venues and logistics is the responsibility of the
chief judge and the host needs to work closely with him or her.
Score Keeping Supplies
One large envelope, 10”x12” minimum size, is required for every
registered participant in the trials. These envelopes are used to
file score sheets and will contain each participants score sheets
on the trial completion. If available, an office copy machine and
a supply of standard paper is useful.
Responsible individuals need scheduled to be score sheet
runners assigned to pick up score sheets at each active field
and deliver them to the score keepers room.

Field Supplies
Tape measurers, chairs, and clear plastic bags (in case of rain),
recall light, and sleeve gauges along with water & soft drinks for
judges and workers. The obedience, agility, suspect search and
apprehension areas will have a shovel and water available to
clean / wash soiled areas. Stopwatches will be provided for the
article and suspect testing venues.
Chairs will be provided for judges and stewards as needed.
Guns and blanks will be provided for the gun apprehensions.
Rest Room facilities or Port - A - John’s will be available at
testing venues.
***The host will have to supply book of matches, shotgun shells,
keys on a ring and leather if selected for evidence recovery.
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Supplied by Nationals
The nationals will supply the basic equipment for score keeping
and recording trial paper work, including a computer and printer. Clip
Boards, pencils and rule books for the judges and officials.
Number vests will be provided for participants.
Breakfast & Lunch
Breakfast and lunch is mandatory for judges, stewards, score
keepers, helpers, etc. and drinks at the testing fields. It is imperative
that what is supplied is worked out with your chief judge.
Transportation
If necessary, transportation for the week, for the Chief Judge,
needs to be provided.
Some arrangements to transport the judges to the testing
venues needs to be provided as many will fly in without ground
transportation. The host should also be aware that transportation
may be needed from the airport to the host hotel. Some members will
fly in and will need to know if shuttle service is available or if the
host has a pick up scheduled.
Trophy and Awards
The Awards Committee is now charged with working with the
host to secure proper awards. This is also the host responsibility
(trial cost) and some hosts have them designed and provided locally,
the USPCA also can provide a vendor. The base number is 20 Overall
Top Dogs and five places for each phase (Obedience- Agility- Total
Search and Apprehension).
Team Awards will be 5 places in team awards that will consist
of one large trophy and 5 smaller trophies for the team members (one
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alternate) for each winning team. Teams will be Five (5) places in
Department Teams and Five (5) Places in Region Teams.
For ties duplicate awards will be presented.
All awards should be engraved with at least:
United States Police Canine Association, Inc
(Number ,i.e. 10th) Annual National Patrol Dog Field Trials
Location and Dates

The awards committee chairman needs to be contacted to verify
that the correct awards are supplied. The chairman can also help in
ordering or any questions on size and award types. The Awards
Chairman through the National Office will supply the Ted Hirsch host
plaques (one for host and one for the host department), the Captain
Tom Larsen Award, the Bill Robinson Sportsmanship Award, The Pat
Cahill Award, The Tim Jones Top Department Team Award, The John
“Sunny” Burke Top Region Team Award. The host agency is
responsible to contact the holders of the traveling awards (Top Dog
Bowl, Cahill Award, Tim Jones and Sonny Burke Plaques) and make
arrangements to have them at the awards banquet. If any special
awards are needed, such as a Valor Award, it will be provided by the
National Office
Medallions
Medallions for team obtaining proficiency and 560 or more points
will be provided by the national office. They are called “Certificate of
Excellence” Medallions.
National Awards Committee will take care of these national awards:
Presidents Award - Host department
Ted Hirsch Memorial Award - Host chair of trials
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Bill Robinson Memorial Sportsmanship Award
Tom Larsen Award - Total Scent work
Patrick Cahill Award - Total combined OB and Apprehension
John P Sonny Burke Award - Top Region team
Tim Jones Memorial Award - Top Department team
Championship award - Ring presented by Laz
Valor and Monza Award (TBD)
Case of the year (TBD)

Then the HOST will take care of these:
Obedience - 1st through 5th
Agility - 1st through 5th
Total Scent work - 1st through 5th
Criminal Apprehension - 1st through 5th
Top Region teams - ( four per team plus an alternate)
1st through
5th
Top Department teams - ( four per team plus an alternate) 1st
through 5th
Top TWENTY overall.
Registration
The host will supply a team to conduct registration and
collect all registration money that will be properly recorded and
deposited in a separate account or the special checking account
using the USPCA Foundation Tax Number 20-1790610.
Maps
Directions to the fields and other venues should be provided
along with emergency numbers (hospital, vets, etc.) and local
numbers of hotel, motel, etc.
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T-shirts and Trial Items
The host has a T-shirt designed and offers them for sale to the
competitors and others. These sales produce a funding resource and
profit. This is not a mandated item but is a good source of revenue.
The host controls the sale of items in hospitality with the exception
of the national supply table that will be provided a space to set up.
Public Demonstration
This is a host option and is totally up to the host agency if
they wish to end the event with a public demonstration. It is
strongly recommended to show off the week with a demo for
your community. This is best scheduled the day (night) before the
Awards Luncheon. The host is responsible for all site and
location commitments if they elect to hold a demo.
Although not conclusive this list should cover many items in
hosting the Nationals.
Please feel free to contact National Director if you still need
assistance. USPCAExecutiveDirector@USPCAK9.com
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HOST
SEMINAR RESPONSIBILITIES
DETECTOR NATIONALS

CHECKLIST
Check when done:
___ Submit formal request to host two years in advance to the Executive
Committee via the President. Date done? _________
___ Set Fall or late Summer Date (ONE full day of Meetings, FOUR full days of
trial testing and one day for luncheon and awards) Dates? _________
___ Select HOST hotel that should have the ability to block off 200 room including
meeting/hospitality/scorekeepers rooms.
Date done? _________
___ Select a back-up hotel.
Date done? _________
___ Host reserves room for:
1) National President
2) National Secretary
3) National Treasurer
4) National Executive Director
5) Chief Judge
6) Chief Scorekeeper
Date done? _________
___ Create flyer and registration form for event. Registration MUST INCLUDE a
$150 charge for those participating in the trials.
Date done? _________
___ Send flyer and registration form to National Executive Director.
Date done? _________
___ Create door hangers warning of dog in room for hotel to handout to handler
when registering.
Date done? _________
___ Arrange for transportation of attendees if Alcohol is served during hospitality.
Date done? _________
___ Assign space for vendors at hospitality room AND at least one trial field.
Date done? _________
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___ Assign one HELPER to be liaison and contact person for ALL vendors. This
person needs to be attentive to needs and wants of vendors.
Date done? _________
___ Assign a treasurer to monitor all financial info to include registration fee,
raffles, guest hospitality admission, etc.
Date done? _________
___ If vendors are to be solicited, any existing sponsor at the NATIONAL level
(example Purina, ACE K9, etc.) must go through the National Executive
Director. All other vendors can be solicited at the local level. Any
merchandise/vendor request at the National level must be made at least 60 days
prior to the event.
Date done? _________
___ Select Chief Judge (out of Region) and notify Judges Committee Chair of
event dates and the need for twelve (22) additional judges.
Date done? _________
___ Insure the Chief Judge has selected the Chief Scorekeeper AND said
Scorekeeper has accepted.
Date done? _________
___ Obtain unused, uncontaminated, fresh articles for Article Search
Date done? _________
___ Obtain the testing grounds needed for Obedience Testing.
Date done? _________
___ Obtain the testing grounds needed for Agility Testing.
Date done? _________
___ Obtain the testing grounds needed for Suspect Search (Boxes).
Date done? _________
___ Obtain the testing grounds needed for Article Search.
Date done? _________
___ Obtain the testing grounds needed for Criminal Apprehension (without
gunfrire).
Date done? _________
___ Obtain the testing grounds needed for Criminal Apprehension (with gunfire).
Date done? _________
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___ Print scoresheets (enough for at least five judges) noting the need for different
colored paper and novice sheets.
Date done? _________
___ Request and RECEIVE from the National Office the trial bibs.
Date done? _________
___ Arrange for transportation of Chief Judge.
Date done? _________
___ Arrange at least one helper/Steward for each testing venue.
Date done? _________
___ Arrange for scoresheet runners (those who will collect scoresheet from testing
venue to deliver to scorekeepers.
Date done? _________
___ Request and receive trophies and awards from AWARDS COMITTEE.
Date done? _________
___ Request and receive medallions from National Office.
Date done? _________
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USPCA NATIONAL FIELD TRIALS AWARD BANQUET
LOCATION: ________________________
DATE: ___________________
PRESIDENTS AWARD: Host department plaque – Sponsored by Purina
The President’s Award is presented to the host department recognizing the support given to their
officers in hosting a national event.
This year’s recipient of the President Award is: ________________________________________
TED HIRSCH MEMORIAL AWARD: Host chair of trials - Sponsored by Purina

The Ted Hirsch Memorial Award is presented in recognition of all of the many
countless hours and preparation time devoted in order to conduct a national event. It
is awarded in memory of Ted Hirsch, who was the Chairman of the first Police Service
Dog Trials in 1968, in Miami, Florida. Ted Hirsch was also the President of the Police
K-9 Association, having changed its name from the Florida K-9 Association the year
before. In 1971 the Police K-9 Association evolved into The United States Police
Canine Association, Inc.
The winners of this year’s Ted Hirsch Memorial Award are:
____________________________________________________________________
BILL ROBINSON MEMORIAL SPORTSMANSHIP AWARD: - Sponsored by AceK9

This award is given to the K-9 team that displays the highest degree of sportsmanship
in action or attitude towards their dogs, other competitors and the judges throughout
the week-long series of events.
The Bill Robinson Memorial Award is given in memory of Bill Robinson of Newburg,
New York. Bill was killed in the line of duty during a domestic disturbance call, just
after the USPCA Nationals were held in Newburg New York.
This year’s Bill Robinson Memorial Award, is awarded to:
____________________________________________________________________
Name

OBEDIENCE
Place
5th
4th
3rd
2nd
1st

K9 Name

Name

Department

K9 Name
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Department

Score

AGILITY
Place
5th
4th
3rd
2nd
1st

Name

TOTAL SCENT WORK
Place
Name
th
5
4th
3rd
2nd
1st

K9 Name

Department

Score

K9 Name

Department

Score

TOM LARSEN AWARD: Total Scent work - Total Possible score 180.00 – Sponsored by
Crusade K9.

Captain Tom Larsen was the first K9 handler in the State of Louisiana. Captain Larsen
is known as the father of K9 in Louisiana and served with the Baton Rouge Police
Department. The Captain believed in the success of a police service dog depended on
their scenting ability. The Captain Tom Larsen Award goes to the top combined scores
of Article Search and Suspect Search.
This year’s Captain Tom Larsen Award goes to:
____________________________________________________________________
Name

K9 Name

Dept

Score

CRIMINAL APPREHENSION: Total possible score of 340.00
Place
Name
K9 Name
Department
th
5
4th
3rd
2nd
1st

Score

PATRICK CAHILL AWARD: Combined obedience & Apprehension – Sponsored by
RayAllen Manufacturing.

This award is in honor of Mr. Patrick Cahill. Mr. Cahill, originally from England, started
his career with Scotland Yard, and was a major force in establishing canine units in
the United States, first with Baltimore Police Department, and then the Metropolitan
Police in Washington D.C. Mr. Patrick Cahill demanded handler control of the animals
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he trained and certified. Mr. Cahill’s demanding training requirements are responsible
for many of the values held today in training police service dogs. The Cahill award is
for the combined top Obedience score, and the top Criminal Apprehension score.
Total possible score of 460.
This year’s Patrick Cahill Award winner is:
___________________________________________________________________
Name

K9 Name

Dept

TOP REGION TEAMS
5TH PLACE REGION TEAM:

REGION: ____

Total Points: _______

Alt: _______________________________________
4TH PLACE REGION TEAM:

REGION: ____

Total Points: _______

Alt: _______________________________________

3rd PLACE REGION TEAM:

REGION: ____

Total Points: _______

Alt: _______________________________________
2nd PLACE REGION TEAM:

REGION: ____
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Total Points: _______

Score

Alt: _______________________________________
TOP REGION TEAM:
John P. “Sonny” Burke Memorial Award - Top Region Team - Sponsored by
American Aluminum
This Memorial Award is presented each year to the First Place Region Team. The top
possible team Score is 2800 points, consisting Of four K-9 teams and an alternate.
The United States Police Canine Association Honors The Memory and Sprit of Atlantic
City Police Canine Officer John P. “Sonny” Burke, Who Was Killed In The Line Of
Duty On September 30, 1970.
REGION: ____
Total Points: _______

Alt: _______________________________________

TOP DEPARTMENT TEAMS:
5TH PLACE DEPARTMENT TEAM: DEPT: ________________
_______

Total Points:

Alt: _______________________________________

4TH PLACE DEPARTMENT TEAM: DEPT: _______________
_______
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Total Points:

Alt: _______________________________________
3rd PLACE DEPARTMENT TEAM: DEPT: _______________
_______

Total Points:

Alt: _______________________________________
2nd PLACE DEPARTMENT TEAM: DEPT: _____________

Total Points: _______

Alt: _______________________________________
TOP DEPARTMENT TEAM:
Tim Jones Memorial Award - Sponsored by Havis, Inc.
This Memorial Award is presented each year to the First Place Department
Team. The top possible score is 2800 points and consists of four K-9 teams and
an alternate. Officer Tim Jones and Laser were members of the St. Paul, MN
Police Department.
In one tragic incident, the St. Paul, Minnesota, Police Department lost two officers and
a canine. Officer Ron Ryan, Jr., and Officer Tim Jones and his K-9, Laser, all were
murdered on August 26, 1994. The Tim Jones Memorial Award is an effort to preserve
the memory of not only these brave officers, but also the K-9s who work the streets to
make them safer.
DEPARTMENT: ________________________

Alt: _______________________________________
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Total Points: _______

TOP TWENTY
Place
20th
19th

1st

Name

K9

Department

Score

SEE BELOW

Championship Award: Championship Ring – sponsored by Laz Cabrera.
This award is presented to the "K-9 TEAM" that has shown attention to detail,
passion, unmatched dedication, and extreme knowledge in all five (5) phases of the
police certification. In addition, this recipient has shown to have the mental strength
to put together all of the above qualities in order to come out on top when it matters
the most, at the national police dog trials. Finally, this national championship ring is a
symbol of what it takes to be a "Top Dog!"

VALOR AWARD: Sponsored by Ace K9
This award is presented to a K-9 handler or K-9 team that has demonstrated the
highest degree of strength in mind and spirit providing the fortitude to face extreme
and eminent danger when placed in harm’s way. The award recognizes superior
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dedication to duty, laudable personal bravery and selfless elevation of public
protection over personal safety.
The VALOR Award is presented to:
______________________________________________________________________
MONZA AWARD: Sponsored by American Aluminim
This award is named after Mr. Don Bartel’s first dog, K-9 Monza.
On October 7, 1969, at about 03:00, Metropolitan D.C. Police Officer Don Bartel & K-9
Monza responded to a business burglary and apprehended five burglars. Later that
morning, K-9 Monza was very uncomfortable, and Don knew he was seriously ill. The
dog was rushed to the department’s veterinarian’s office. K-9 Monza was in stress
from the early morning encounter with the five burglars and died in Don’s arms. The
Monza Award was established in Richmond, Virginia, in 1969.
The MONZA Award is presented to:
____________________________________________________________________
_
DETECTOR CASE OF THE YEAR: ______
Our awards program is sponsored by Criminalistics, Inc. This program recognizes
outstanding work done by K-9 teams in the everyday encounter with the real world.
This award is presented to the team that has been selected as having performed
exceptionally under difficult circumstances and with exceptional ability in law
enforcement utilizing a police service dog. The award is selected by the USPCA
National Vice- presidents for the best patrol case and the best detector case for each
quarter. The winners of the quarterly awards then compete for the Case of the Year
Award.
The winner of the _____ detector case of the year is:
___________________________________________________________________
PATROL CASE OF THE YEAR: _____
Our awards program is sponsored by Criminalistics, Inc. This program recognizes
outstanding work done by K-9 teams in the everyday encounter with the real world.
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This award is presented to the team that has been selected as having performed
exceptionally under difficult circumstances and with exceptional ability in law
enforcement utilizing a police service dog. The award is selected by the USPCA
National Vice- presidents for the best patrol case and the best detector case for each
quarter. The winners of the quarterly awards then compete for the Case of the Year
Award.
The winner of the _____ patrol case of the year is:
____________________________________________________________________
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